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Rapid Implementation and Expansion  
for Winshuttle
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Quick Facts

Company Name
Winshuttle

Solution  
Concur® Expense

User Support Desk
Industry

Software Company Size  
40 UK employees, 400 worldwide

Location
UK

Why SAP Concur & Winshuttle?
•  Ease of use
•  Mobile capabilities
•  Automated data imports
•  Paperless system
•  Rapid implementation
•  Global capabilities for expansion

ABOUT WINSHUTTLE
Winshuttle provides software products that improve how business users work with SAP® Concur®.  
They help customers who struggle with rigid, expensive and inefficient processes that limit their  
ability to adapt to changing business conditions — much like SAP Concur does. So when they  
decided to automate their expenses, SAP Concur was a natural business partner.

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

http://www.winshuttle.com
http://www.winshuttle.com
http://www.winshuttle.com
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Why They Decided to Automate

After a demo and conversation about accounting extract files, Winshuttle 
implemented SAP Concur in five days — and they haven’t looked back.

“Automating expenses is the way forward,” says Priti Saund, Accounts Assistant at 
Winshuttle, who took on the project after it had been implemented but before they 
moved from paper receipts to a fully automated expense management solution. 
“Using SAP Concur is just a lot easier. The paper-based system was not as efficient as 
doing it online. That was the main reason to automate everything, and just to make  
it more manageable for our employees.”

“Automating expenses is the way forward. It’s just a lot easier.”
Priti Saund, Accounts Assistant, Winshuttle

“ It’s definitely worth the investment. It makes the whole 
process a lot smoother and easier — from an employees’  
point of view, as well as from a finance point of view.”
Priti Saund, Accounts Assistant, Winshuttle

Before they had SAP Concur, Priti says, “Things got lost, things got stuck on people’s 
desks. We couldn’t really track it. If people were on holiday or in other offices 
worldwide it was difficult.” They also had problems seeing the bigger picture: 
“Matching it all up and putting the transactions in was one of the main problems  
with the paper-based system.” 

Life with SAP Concur is different. “I love the automation element because it’s so  
much easier for us to track and do our finance processes,” says Priti. “It allows 
flexibility to pick up issues as they arise. With SAP Concur, if a line item is rejected 
you don’t have to reject the whole claim, just the line. You can then keep track of it 
once it’s gone through, and so can the employee.”

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Consequentially, employees are happy with SAP 
Concur too: “People like it because they can use it 
on the go. A lot of our people travel. It’s really easy 
for them to upload a receipt, put it on their phone, 
and keep it in digital form until they’ve finished 
travelling or want to submit their expense claim.”

AUTOMATIC DATE IMPORTS FROM COMPANY 
CREDIT CARDS
Winshuttle has also linked their employee credit 
cards with SAP Concur. “That’s pretty handy for 
people who have company credit cards. From 
HSBC, the data goes straight into SAP Concur!”  
It’s helpful to users, and benefits the finance team: 
“We can now see who hasn’t submitted their credit 
card transactions for a particular month which is 
definitely a big help,” says Priti. “And it’s much 
easier to reconcile our corporate credit cards.” As 
their cards are centrally settled, this also helps 
keep track of employee spend.

RAPID PURCHASE, IMPLEMENTATION  
AND EXPANSION
Two days after meeting with the SAP Concur sales 
representative, the Finance Director of Winshuttle 
signed the deal to proceed. The implementation 
process then took only five days. Winshuttle gave 
SAP Concur a Net Promoter Score rating of 10/10 
for the implementation process, saying “We 
couldn’t have asked for anything more!” Now 
they’re in the process of rolling out SAP Concur 
beyond the UK office, into France and Germany.

WHY WOULD WINSHUTTLE  
RECOMMEND SAP CONCUR?
“I would absolutely recommend SAP Concur,” says 
Priti. “It’s definitely worth the investment. It makes 
the whole process a lot smoother and easier — 
from an employees’ point of view as well as from a 
finance point of view.”
 

© 2018 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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ABOUT SAP CONCUR 
SAP Concur imagines the way the world should work, 
offering cloud-based services that make it simple to 
manage travel and expenses. By connecting data, 
applications and people, SAP Concur delivers an effortless 
experience and total transparency into spending wherever 
and whenever it happens. SAP Concur services adapt to 
individual employee preferences and scale to meet the 
needs of companies from small to large, so they can focus 
on what matters most. 
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any
form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or
an SAP affiliate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors
contain proprietary software components of other software vendors.
National product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affi liate company for
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any
kind, and SAP or its affi liated companies shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or
SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth
in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty.

In particular, SAP SE or its affi liated companies have no obligation to
pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related
presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated
companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or
platform directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be
changed by SAP SE or its affi liated companies at any time for any reason
without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment,
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements, and they should not be relied upon in making
purchasing decisions.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE
(or an SAP affi liate company) in Germany and other countries. All other
product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their
respective companies.

See http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for
additional trademark information and notices.

Learn more at concur.co.uk

http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx
http://www.concur.co.uk

